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CHAPTER 1  

INTRODUCTION 

1.1  Introduction 

Currently, the Internet usage is rapidly increasing. People need more services 
and applications of Internet to make their daily life easier. Hence, many companies 
and Internet service providers have been creating more services to maintain their 
market shares in this competitive world. However, the current Internet architecture 
based on the IP network has a lot of obstacles to deploy the new Internet services 
and applications; it is a host centric network. The researchers proposed another new 
network architecture named “Information Centric Network (ICN)”. In contrast to IP 
network, ICN focuses on the name of content rather than the location. It is believed 
that the ICN might replace the current IP network architecture in the future. To make 
the network more transparent and easy to manage, the concept of ICN architecture 
under the support of Software Defined Networking (SDN) has been proposed. This 
network architecture could be also called ICN over SDN. This network is a centralized 
network. It is separated into two planes, data plane and control plane. There is one 
or many network controllers, situated in the control plane, control the ICN nodes 
that located in the data plane.     

In order to design the ICN over SDN, the network performance needs to be 
taken into account.  In-network caching is one of the main functionalities of ICN 
besides routing, and naming. It is the process that all the ICN nodes inside the 
network cache the data content in their own content storage. According to many 
researches, in-network caching policy has influence on the network performance. On 
the other hand, content visibility/searching level also affects the effectiveness of 
request forwarding to the destination. In ICN over SDN architecture concept, the 
controller is a key player to coordinate the in-network caching policy and content 
visibility/searching process. Nevertheless, the controller can search for the content’s 
location and coordinate the ICN nodes to perform in-network caching with many 
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different manners. We believe that different levels of content searching and caching 
managed by the controller will cause different network performance. It is important 
to be aware of the network performance corresponding to various in-network caching 
polices and content visibility/searching levels. It helps network administrators select 
the best mechanism suitable for their preference and resource availability.  

1.2  Problem statement 

 Performance is the main issue that must be considered as a key factor to 
design the ICN architecture. Moreover, researches show that one of many ways to 
improve the performance of ICN is cooperative in-network caching. It means that the 
ICN nodes must collaborate with each other to cache data content inside the 
network. Furthermore; content visibility, the ability of ICN nodes to see contents 
inside the network, also affects the whole network performance. Some researchers 
proposed the partial cooperative in-network caching policy with partial content 
visibility level in the network [4]. Other researchers proposed path cooperative in-
network caching policy with path content visibility level that only the ICN nodes on 
the path from the requester to the server can do the collaboration to cache the 
content and share content information with each other [5], [6]. But, the work studied 
the effect of global cooperative in-network caching policy with global content 
visibility level on the network performance is uncommon. Also, most of proposed 
works are based on the distributed network not the centralized network [4], [5], [6]. 
There is neither experiment nor simulation study to compare the performance of ICN 
over SDN by applying different centralized in-network caching policies with different 
levels of content visibility by using OpenFlow testbed. On the other hand, the global 
content visibility level is not paid much attention to. In ICN over SDN, the controller 
plays a very important role to coordinate in-network caching and content 
searching/visibility process. At this point, three mechanisms of centralized in-network 
caching policy with content visibility/searching level are considered. Namely, they are 
non-cooperative in-network caching policy with individual content visibility 
mechanism, path cooperative in-network caching policy with path content visibility 
level mechanism and global cooperative in-network caching policy with global 
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content visibility level mechanism. Each mechanism is composed of an in-network 
caching policy and a level of content visibility/searching. In the non-cooperative in-
network caching policy with individual content visibility mechanism, the network 
controller just only keeps the routes to forward request/interest and data/content 
packets in the network. The controller does not coordinate the ICN nodes to cache 
or look for the data content. For the path cooperative in-network caching policy with 
path content visibility level mechanism, the controller chooses only the ICN nodes 
along the shortest path from the requester to the server to cooperate with one 
another to cache data contents. Also, the controller can only search for location of 
required content storage along the same path. Finally, in the global cooperative in-
network caching policy with global content visibility level mechanism, the controller 
has the ability to search for locations of all contents in the network and to decide to 
cache data packet in any ICN nodes inside the network. Furthermore, the network 
topology may also be influential in the network performance.  By seeing problems as 
aforementioned, we have questions as follow: 

1. Among the three mechanisms as aforementioned, which mechanism gives 
better performance in ICN under the support of SDN and OpenFlow? 

2. Does performance in question (1) vary depending on the network topology?  

1.3  Objectives 

This thesis plans to evaluate the performance of ICN under the support of 
SDN when different mechanisms of centralized in-network caching policy with 
content visibility level are applied by using OpenFlow testbed. Also, it aims to 
observe the effects of the network topologies on the network performance. 

1.4  Scope of thesis 

This research focuses on the ICN’s performance evaluation. Performance 
metrics used in this work including server hit ratio, average hop count, message rate 
between control and data plane  and bottleneck link traffic. The research will cover 
and consider on the following issues: 
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1. Conducting experiment only in one autonomous system of ICN over SDN 
based on OpenFlow testbed. 

2. Two experimental environments are taken into account for this research, PC-
based OpenFlow testbed and emulation by Mininet. 

3. Implementing the PC-based OpenFlow testbed for performing the 
experiment.  

4. Studying only three different centralized in-network caching policy with 
content visibility level mechanisms in ICN under the support of SDN. 

5. The content caching process in path cooperative in-network caching policy 
with path content visibility level mechanism and global cooperative in-
network caching policy with global content visibility level mechanism is 
heuristic,  the most popular content is cached as near as possible to the 
requesters. 

6. Testing in two types of network topologies, cascade and three-level binary 
tree network topology. 

7. The message content shall be sent as one entity, not to be fragmented 
8. The request pattern is assumed to be known and all requesters request 

content with the same request pattern. 

1.5  Expected outcomes and contributions 

After finishing this research, we expect to get benefits as follow: 
1. Evaluating the performance of ICN over SDN while applying various 

centralized in-network caching policy with content visibility level mechanisms 
by using OpenFlow testbed. Which mechanism will give the best performance 
corresponds to specifically given conditions.  

2. Offering knowledge to the network administrators to pick the best mechanism 
for implementing in ICN over SDN architecture corresponding to their 
available resources. 

3. Understanding the effects of network topologies on the ICN-based network 
performance. 
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4. Contributing the PC-based OpenFlow testbed platform for one autonomous 
system of ICN under SDN support dedicated only for in-network caching and 
content visibility for other researchers to use as the ideas for moving ICN 
architecture or developing other testbed under the support of 
SDN/OpenFlow concept which is the main component for future networking. 

1.6  Organization of dissertation 

 The rest of this thesis is arranged as follow. Chapter 2 describes the 
background of information centric network, software defined networking and ICN over 
SDN concept as well as OpenFlow. The literature review is also included in that 
chapter. The detail of the three centralized in-network caching policy with content 
searching/visibility level mechanisms and how to implement the PC-based OpenFlow 
testbed for performing the experiment are demonstrated in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 
evaluates the performance results obtained from the experiment while deploying 
three mechanisms as aforementioned. The conclusion of the whole work and the 
future research direction discussion are indicated in Chapter 5.  
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CHAPTER 2  

BACKGROUND AND LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1  Background 

2.1.1  Information centric network 

Information Centric Network (ICN) is a new network architecture paradigm that 
catches attentions from researchers around the globe. This network is hoped to 
substitute the current IP-based network in the future. Its concept focuses on the 
name of content rather than content’s location. It means that requesters or users 
can request data content by name. Also; ICN nodes, routers or switches in the 
network, forward packets based on the name of content. Another special feature of 
ICN is in-network caching; all the in-network ICN nodes have ability to cache the 
content passing through them.  Many ICN architectures have been proposed [7], [8]. 
Although those ICN-based network architectures are different, they aim to the same 
direction by focusing on the content-centric rather than host-centric architecture. To 
realize this network, three main research topics, ICN’s components, are being 
conducted such as naming, routing by name and in-network caching process [9].    

2.1.2  Software defined networking 

Unlike the conventional network architecture, Software Defined Networking 
(SDN) is a network where the control and the data plane are separated from each 
other [2]. Also, the network functionality and service can be programed by using 
software. In this network, the controller, situated in the control plane, has the ability 
to configure and command network components in the data plane to forward packet 
or apply any actions on the packets in the network. This concept makes the network 
more transparent. It means that the controller has the global overview of the whole 
network infrastructure. Furthermore, it is easy for infrastructure or service providers to 
manage, reconfigure or modify their services or network functionalities by just using 
the software in the controller. Figure 2.1 demonstrates the logical architecture of 
SDN.  
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There are four main planes in the network: application plane, control plane, data 
plane, and management plane located on top of the other three planes. But, the 
most important thing to differentiate SDN concept from the traditional networking 
concept is the separation between the control and data plane.    

2.1.3  OpenFlow 

 OpenFlow is the standard communication interface between control and data 
plane of OpenFlow network/SDN architecture [2]. There are three main components 
in the OpenFlow network; they are OpenFlow switch, OpenFlow controller and 
OpenFlow protocol as shown in Figure 2.2. 
 OpenFlow switch is a switch that supports OpenFlow. It is situated in the data 
plane of the network. Its role is to do packet matching and apply action on the 
packet based on its flow entries in the flow table. There are at least three 
components in the OpenFlow switch including flow table, secure channel and 
OpenFlow protocol [10]. A flow table contains one or several flow entries used for 

Figure 2. 1: Logical architecture of SDN [2], [3] 
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performing packet matching.  The flow entry consists of rule that is used to match 
against packet’s header field; action utilized for performing the action on packet 
based on the rule matching; and statistic of the packets. Figure 2.3 demonstrates the 
packet’s header field can be matched against flow entries in OpenFlow switch 
specification version 1.0.0. The secure channel is utilized to enable communication 
between the OpenFlow switch and the controller through OpenFlow protocol.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 The OpenFlow controller plays an extremely important role to control the 
packet flow in the network. It can modify flow entries in the flow table and 
command the OpenFlow switch to apply action on packet. 

Figure 2. 2: OpenFlow network components [1] 

Figure 2. 3: Packet’s header field can match against flow entries [1] 
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2.1.4  Information centric network over software defined networking 

The design concept of this network is to build ICN based on SDN concept and 
under the support of OpenFlow protocol. The ICN architecture is separated into two 
planes, the control and the data plane. The communication protocol between these 
two planes is OpenFlow protocol. The network architecture design, the operations 
on ICN packets and packet design etc., were previously studied and discussed in 
[8],[11], [9] and [12]. Figure 2.4 shows the architecture of ICN over SDN. There are at 
least four main hardware components comprising the controller situated in the 
control plane; ICN nodes, content requesters and content server, in the data plane. 
Again, the roles of the controller and the ICN node are similar to those of the 
OpenFlow controller and the OpenFlow switch respectively. The controller of this 
network is very crucial. It helps coordinate the packet flow in the data plane. It also 
keeps the whole overview of network architecture and routing information. Every 
mechanism, policy, e.g. caching policy, is implemented in the controller. The ICN 
node is responsible for performing packet matching, storing the data content and 
communicating with the controller. However, the requester and the server just only 
requests and serves the data, accordingly. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Figure 2. 4: ICN over SDN architecture  
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2.2  Literature review 

 Information Centric Network (ICN) is a new network architecture for the 
Internet and is currently under studying. Many researchers and research organizations 
have proposed several ICN architectures and concepts [7]. Performance is the key 
metric needed to be considered in order to design ICN. In-network caching is a hot 
topic for ICN’s design. Lots of researchers and research organizations have been 
conducting many researches to improve the performance of ICN by taking the in-
network caching into account. There is a consensus that the in-network caching 
affects the performance of ICN [5], [13]. Some researchers proposed in-network 
caching policies by considering the collaboration of all ICN nodes for making content 
caching decision; and others proposed another relevant in-network caching issues. 
The goal of these researches is to contribute some ideas or researching findings to 
improve the performance of ICN that is under studying and developing. There are 
several kinds of cooperative in-network caching such as partial, path, neighboring and 
global cooperation policy [13]. Most of the works were studied in the distributed and 
decentralized network. Routers in the network decide by themselves whether to 
cache content passed through them according to information they get from other 
routers [5], [4], [6].  

Moreover, content visibility level also affects the ICN’s performance. It related 
closely to the cooperative in-network caching policy. The term content visibility here 
refers to the ability of ICN nodes for seeing the available content in the network [13]. 
When the ICN node can know more available contents, the performance of network 
can be enhanced because the ICN node can forward the request to reach the 
content’s location more effectively.  In order to improve the content visibility in the 
network, the content must be advertised frequently. To do so, it requires more 
message overheads, bandwidth and especially it is difficult to realize the global 
visibility level with distributed network. If the global content visibility level is 
considered, the best way is to implement a centralized network where all contents 
are registered or updated to the global routing/resolution system [13]. This point 
shows that the centralized network should be adopted to improve content visibility 
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level. Many works considered only partial and individual content visibility [5], [4], [6].  
It is difficult to find the works that took global content visibility into account for their 
study. Also, the works that compared the performance of ICN by applying various 
cooperative in-network caching policies and content visibility levels are uncommon.  

Reference [14] compared the performance of ICN based on three cache 
placement policies. Namely, they are Least recently used (LRU), single-path and 
network-wide caching policies. The LRU is the manner of non-cooperative in-network 
caching. The single-path is a caching policy that ICN nodes along the path from the 
requester to the server do collaboration together to cache data content. Moreover, 
for the network-wide, all ICN nodes inside the network cooperate with each other to 
perform in-network caching [14]. This literature also used Mixed Integer Programing 
(MIP) to determine the location where the content should be cached in order to 
minimize delivery cost. But, that work was studied in decentralized manner and the 
ICN node can only search for data contents in its own storage. There is no global 
content visibility.   Among the proposed ICN architectures, PUISUIT [15] is an 
architecture that has a Rendezvous system. The content publishers must advertise 
their content to the Rendezvous system. All the requests are forwarded to the 
Rendezvous for doing content matching [7], [15]. It follows the concept of the 
centralized control and the global content visibility. However, researches that used 
that concept to evaluate the performance of ICN with cooperative in-network 
caching policy are rare.  

Meanwhile, Software Defined Networking (SDN) is increasingly interested by 
researchers. OpenFlow also plays a very important role to support the SDN concept.  
It can provide tools to create the testbed for performing experiments in the real 
network architecture [10]. SDN and OpenFlow are becoming more and more 
important for future networking. Many networking commercials such as Cisco, NEC, 
Ericsson and others, start migrating their networking products to operate with 
OpenFlow protocol. Cisco Company now is developing Cisco Open Networking 
Environment (Cisco ONE) product that is based on SDN concept. Their idea is to 
separate the control and the data plane of the network from each other [16], [17]. 
According to this fact, ICN architecture should be designed under the support of SDN 
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and OpenFlow.  At this point; [8], [11], [9] proposed the ICN architecture based on 
SDN concept under the support OpenFlow protocol. The detail of how the ICN over 
SDN is designed in real application such as operations on packets in network, naming, 
routing and packet forwarding process were also indicated. Moreover, they also gave 
details of how the ICN can be implemented in SDN/OpenFlow testbed. This network 
is a centralized-control network. However, those works focused on how to migrate 
the whole conventional ICN into SDN/OpenFlow concept, but they did not focus 
much on the in-network caching yet. They did not conduct any experiments to 
evaluate performance of ICN by using various levels of cooperative in-network 
caching and content visibility. Also, the researches that evaluated network 
performance by deploying various levels of cooperative in-network caching and 
content visibility in ICN over SDN architecture are uncommon. This has left the gap 
that we have to do more investigation about it. However, [18] applied quite similar 
concept that we want to do. It aimed to study advantages and disadvantages of web 
cache collaboration by using centralized-control network.  They evaluated the 
performance of the network by changing level of in-network caching policies such as 
no caching, independent caching and cooperative caching. The result of this work 
shows that the cooperative caching with centralized control gives better performance 
compare to independent and no caching of web page in backbone network. But the 
network studied by [18] is IP-based network, it is not the ICN-based. The control and 
the data plane were not purely separated because, at that time, there was no SDN 
protocol to do pure plane separation.   

In our work, we want to observe and compare the performance of ICN under 
SDN support by applying different levels of centralized in-network caching and 
content visibility using SDN/OpenFlow testbed. We adopt many ideas from [11], [9], 
[8] in order to implement OpenFlow testbed for our experiment. We follow their ICN 
under the support of SDN architecture design, but we take only one autonomous 
system into account for our study.  
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CHAPTER 3  

CENTRALIZED IN-NETWORK CACHING POLICY WITH CONTENT VISIBILITY 

LEVEL MECHANISMS AND PC-BASED OPENFLOW TESTBED  

This chapter will explain the operations of three centralized in-network 
caching policy with content visibility/searching level mechanisms in ICN over SDN 
which are taken into account in the performance evaluation. Each mechanism is the 
combination of one centralized in-network caching policy and one level of content 
visibility. These three mechanisms consist of non-cooperative in-network caching 
policy with individual content visibility, called “non-cooperation mechanism”; path 
cooperative in-network caching policy with path content visibility level, called “path 
cooperation mechanism”; and global cooperative in-network caching policy with 
global content visibility level, called “global cooperation mechanism”. The main 
difference between these mechanisms is the ability of the network controller to look 
for content storage in the network (content visibility) and to command ICN nodes to 
perform cooperation for content caching (in-network caching policy). Moreover, this 
part will also describe the detail of the PC-based OpenFlow testbed implementation 
used for performing our experiment. 

3.1  Operation of various centralized in-network caching policy with 
content visibility level mechanisms 

3.1.1  Non-cooperative in-network caching policy with individual content 
visibility mechanism 

Non-cooperative in-network caching policy with individual content visibility 
mechanism is simple; it can be called “non-cooperation mechanism”. The network 
controller does not coordinate ICN nodes to cache the content. Also, it does not 
help the ICN nodes search for any data contents. Each ICN node is responsible by 
itself for content caching or searching. The controller just only stores the routes to 
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forward request/interest and data/content packets in the network, shortest path for 
this work.  

When a request packet arrives at one of the ICN nodes connected to the 
requester, it would be called “edge node”, this node checks the desired data 
content in its own cache. If the requested content is previously stored in its cache, it 
will reply with the data back to the requester. If there is no desired data in the 
cache, it will ask the controller which port this request packet should be forwarded 
to get the shortest path to the server. Based on the network topology, the controller 
can determine the shortest path from the requester to the server. The controller 
commands the edge node to forward the request to the next ICN node along the 
determined path and to store this set of action in the edge node’s flow table.  While 
the request packet reaches the ICN node 2 as depicted in Figure 3.1, the ICN node 
looks for the desired data packet in its content storage. In case that the desired data 
is found, that data packet will be forwarded back to the edge node, the ICN node 
that just sent the request packet to the ICN node 2. Rather, the ICN node 2 cannot 
find the desired data packet; it inquires the controller where to transmit that request 
packet to. The controller does the same action as it did with the edge node. The 
process is repeated for every ICN node receiving the request packet along the path 
from the requester to the server. The outcomes received from the controller are 
stored in ICN nodes. ICN nodes will know where to forward the request to without 
asking the controller again later. In another case that the requested data content is 
not stored in any ICN nodes’ storage along the shortest path, the request packet will 
be served by the content server. 

 On the other hand, every ICN node along the path from the ICN node that 
replies the requested data to the content requester will copy every data packet. If 
the cache of ICN node is full, one content will be removed randomly from the cache 
and replaced by the new content. It is the manner of the “always” caching policy as 
described in [19] and the random replacement policy.  

Figure 3.1 shows the sequences of operation on packets in non-cooperative 
in-network caching policy with individual content visibility mechanism. It is a simple 
example of one path that is selected by the controller composed of two ICN nodes, 
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one requester and one server. Let us assume that the requester requests the data 
content name “D1”. The request packet is sent to the edge node. The edge node 
replies with the data back if the data is stored in that ICN node (step 1 of Figure 3.1). 
The operation will continue to step 2 if the requested data is not kept in the edge 
node. The edge node inquires the route from the controller, the controller replies 
with a set of actions on packet and routing information back to the edge node. The 
edge node, then, employs action received from the controller on the request packet 
by sending it to the ICN node 2. If the desired data is stored in ICN node 2, the node 
will forward the data back to the edge node. The edge node copies the data to store 
in its cache and sends packet to the requester. In another case that the data is 
stored in the server, the request is transmitted to the server as in step 3. The ICN 
node 2 and the edge node will cache the data “D1” before sending it out.   
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3. 1: Sequences of operation on packets in non-cooperation mechanism 
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3.1.2  Path cooperative in-network caching policy with path content visibility 
level mechanism 

This mechanism is a combination of path cooperative in-network caching 
policy and path content visibility/searching level. The controller chooses only the 
ICN nodes along the shortest path from the requester to the server to cooperate 
with one another to cache contents/data. Also, the controller can only search or see 
locations of required data along the same path. This mechanism can be named 
“path cooperation mechanism”. 

3.1.2.1  Path content visibility/searching level 

Contents in ICN nodes along the shortest path from the requester to the 
server can be seen and searched for by the controller. This is called path content 
visibility level. The contents’ location searching process is processed by the 
controller when it receives the request packet’s information from edge nodes.   

When a request packet first reaches one of the edge nodes, that packet’s 
information is sent to the controller. The controller, then, checks the requested data 
in the list obtained from the edge node. If required data packet is previously stored 
in the edge node’s cache, the controller will instruct the edge node to reply with 
the data back to the requester. If the desired content is not stored in the edge 
node’s cache, the controller will determine the shortest path from the requester to 
the server. Then, the controller looks for the location of the desired data content. It 
checks in lists obtained from other ICN nodes along the path in the direction to the 
server until it can find the data packet. Firstly, the controller finds out the required 
data in the ICN node situated one hop away from the edge node, i.e. ICN node 2 as 
depicted in Figure 3.2. In case that the required data can be found in the ICN node 2, 
the controller will instruct the edge node to modify the header field of the request 
packet by adding an identifier to determine that the desired data packet is stored at 
the ICN node 2, then, forward the request packet to the ICN node 2.  In another case 
that the controller cannot see the data in the ICN node 2, it will continue to search 
for the data packet located two hops, three hops and so on, away from the edge 
node along the path in the direction to the server until it can find the location of 
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required data packet. Once the requested data is found at, for example, the ICN 
Node i,  the controller will command a set of actions to the edge node to modify 
header’s field of the interest packet by adding an identifier to define that the desired 
data is located in the ICN node i and to send the packet out. So, when ICN nodes 
along the path between the edge node and the ICN node i receive the request 
packet, they will check their flow tables in order to perform actions on the packet. If 
they cannot find any actions in the flow table, the request packet’s information will 
be updated to the controller. The controller will then issue a command for ICN 
nodes to forward this packet and to store routing information in the ICN nodes’ flow 
tables. In another case which the controller cannot find the requested data packet 
inside the network, it will send instead the route to forward that request packet to 
the server. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

3.1.2.2  Path content/in-network caching policy 

In this mechanism, the path in-network caching policy was applied. It is the 
popularity-based in-network caching policy.  The controller decides upon the 
location where the data should be cached along the same path that the request 
packet has passed through based on content popularity that it has collected from 
the edge nodes in the network. In the path in-network caching policy, the most 
popular contents are cached in the edge node and other ICN nodes as near as 
possible to the requester, along the path. The less popular contents are stored 
farther from requesters. This will distribute diversity of contents in the network. 

Figure 3. 2: A shortest path selected by the controller 
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 The network controller classifies contents requested by the requesters in 
several classes: the first most popular class, the second most popular class, the third 
and so on. Contents of the first most popular class are cached in the edge node or 
the ICN node situated one hop away from edge node or two hops away and so on 
along the path. It depends on the popularity of that content class. The number of 
ICN nodes storing the first most popular class’s contents is proportional to 
percentage of popularity of such that content class. For example, if the contents of 
the first most popular class are requested 50% of the total requests, so 50% percent 
of total ICN nodes along the path in the direction from the requester to the server 
can cache the contents (Figure 3.3). Note that, in this caching policy, one data 
content is stored in only one ICN node; there is no data duplication. The contents of 
the second most popular class can be stored in the last ICN node that caches the 
contents of the first most popular class and/or in the other upstream ICN nodes. The 
contents of the third most popular class are cached farther from the requester 
compared to the second most popular class.  Content of the less popular classes are 
cached farther from requester. The number of ICN nodes that cache the contents of 
each content class is proportional to the percentage of content class popularity. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

When a request packet reaches the ICN node containing the requested data, 
its information is transmitted to the controller. The controller decides to cache the 
data packet in any ICN node along the same path the request packet has travelled 

Figure 3. 3 : ICN nodes store contents in path in-network caching  
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across depending on the content popularity. Then, the controller commands a set of 
actions to modify the header field of the data packet by adding an identifier to 
determine the location where the data content ought to be cached before sending it 
out. This operation is similar to the content searching process. While the data packet 
arrives at intermediate ICN nodes of the path, ICN nodes will forward packet 
according to the routes in their flow tables. In contrast, ICN nodes will transmit the 
data packet’s information to the controller to ask for the route to forward the packet 
unless there is matching in their flow tables. All the outcomes from the controller 
are stored in ICN nodes’ flow tables. On the other hand, if the data is from the 
server and arrives at the ICN node connected to the server, that ICN node will send 
packet’s information to the controller. The controller will decide upon the location 
where that data should be cached in the same manner as aforementioned. Note 
that for this mechanism, the controller can only decide where to cache the data in 
the ICN nodes along the path from the server to the requester as predetermined by 
the controller during the content searching process. 

In order to be easy to understand, we will demonstrate an example about 
this path cooperative in-network caching policy with path content visibility level 
mechanism. Let us assume that the shortest path chosen by the controller is shown 
in Figure 3.4 and the desired content C1 is stored in the ICN node 3. In this case, C1 
is not popular content, so the controller decides to keep the content C1 in the same 
place, i.e. ICN node 3. The sequences of operation to get content C1 when there is 
no route to the content’s location are shown in Figure 3.4.   
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Once the content C1 is first requested and the request packet arrives at the edge 
node, the edge node sends the information to the controller for obtaining the set of 
action on that request. After the controller finishes the content searching process, it 
commands the edge node to perform actions on the request packet. The edge node 
modifies the header field of request packet by adding ID = 3 to determine that the 
desired data content is stored in the ICN node 3. The request packet is forwarded to 
the ICN node 2. While the request packet arrives at the ICN node 2, the ICN node 
does packet matching against the flow entries of its flow table. In this case, the C1 is 
firstly requested, so there are no flow entries matching the request packet. The 
request packet information is again sent to the controller. The controller commands 
the ICN node 2 to forward the request packet to the ICN node 3 and to store the 

Figure 3. 4: Sequences of operation to fetch the content C1 for the first time   
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routing information in the ICN node 2’s flow table, i.e. Request packet with ID = 3, 
Action: forward to ICN node 3. Now, the request reaches the ICN node 3. The 
information is transmitted to the controller to determine the location where the data 
content C1 should be cached. At this time, the controller decides to keep the data 
content C1 in the same place, i.e. ICN node 3. So, the controller issues the command 
for the ICN node 3 to add ID = 100, the ID to identify the location of the requester, in 
the content C1’s header field. The data is sent to the ICN node 2. The ICN node 2 
and the edge node inquire the action sets from the controller to act on the data 
packet. The routing outcomes are store in the flow tables.  

When the content C1 is requested again, the sequences of operation are 
manifested in Figure 3.5. Some ICN nodes, i.e. the ICN node 2 and the edge node, 
have already stored the routing information for forwarding the request and the data 
C1 in their flow tables, so the packets can be matched against the flow entries 
without questioning the controller again. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Figure 3. 5: Sequences of operation to fetch the content C1 for the later time 
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3.1.3  Global cooperative in-network caching policy with global content visibility 
level mechanism 

In this mechanism, the controller has an ability to search for locations of all 
contents in the network and to select any ICN nodes where the data should be 
cached inside the network. That is why this mechanism is called global cooperative 
in-network caching policy with global content visibility level mechanism or in short 
“global cooperation mechanism”. This mechanism is a combination of the global 
content visibility/searching level and the global content/in-network caching policy.    

3.1.3.1  Global content visibility/searching level  

Unlike the path cooperative in-network caching policy with path content 
visibility level mechanism, the controller in the global cooperative in-network 
caching policy with global content visibility level mechanism has the ability to search 
for desired data contents in every ICN node in the network (global visibility level), 
not just only along the shortest path.  

When a request packet reaches the edge node, its information is sent to the 
controller. The controller then searches globally for the location of the desired data 
content. First of all, the controller checks for required data in the content list 
obtained from the edge node, and then it finds out in the lists obtained from every 
node situated one hop, and continues in the next two hops and so on, away from 
the edge node. The content searching process is finished when the controller finds 
the location of the data content (Figure 3.6). In case that the data is not in the 
network, the controller will choose the shortest path to send that request packet to 
the server. In another case where the data content is stored in the network but not 
at the edge node, the controller will calculate the shortest path from the requester 
to the ICN node that stores the desired data. The controller will order the edge node 
to put an identifier in the header field of the request packet before sending out to 
the next ICN node. 
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When the request packet arrives at the next node, for example ICN node 2 in Figure 
3.2, the ICN node 2 then checks in its flow table whether any flow entry matches 
against the request packet. If it cannot see any route to forward that packet, it will 
send the packet’s information to the controller. Then, it applies action directed from 
the controller on the request packet and sends the packet to next hop. The 
operation is repeated until the request packet reaches the ICN node that stores the 
required data. All the routing information from the controller will be stored in the 
intermediate ICN nodes between the edge node and the ICN node containing desired 
packet. The operations on the request packet at the intermediate ICN nodes are 

Figure 3. 6: Content searching steps in the controller 
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similar to those of the path cooperative in-network caching policy with path content 
visibility level mechanism. 

3.1.3.2  Global content/in-network caching policy 

In this mechanism, the global in-network caching policy was utilized. It is the 
popularity-based in-network caching policy. The most popular contents will normally 
be cached near the requesters. The controller has global view of the network 
topology and it also has all the statistics of contents in every ICN nodes. The data 
content is not only cached in ICN nodes along the path from the requester to the 
ICN node that stores the data content, but it can also be cached in other ICN nodes 
in the network (global in-network caching decision). The contents are divided into 
several classes based on their popularity such as the first most popular class, the 
second most popular class, the third most popular class and so on. In this in-network 
caching policy, contents of the first most popular class are stored in the edge nodes 
and other ICN nodes nearest to most of requesters that have the same request 
pattern. Contents of the second, the third most popular class and so on are cached 
more farther from most of requesters comparing to the first, the second most 
popular class and so on, respectively. Numbers of ICN nodes storing contents in each 
class are proportional to the percentage of content class popularity. On the other 
hand, contents requested by a requester might be replicated to store in other ICN 
nodes near the other requesters also. It depends on the network topology.  

When a request packet reaches the ICN node storing requested data packet, 
the request packet’s information is transmitted to the controller. At this point, the 
controller selects the ICN nodes in the network to cache the data content. When the 
decision of content caching is done, the controller instructs the ICN node to reply 
with the data and forward such data content to the requester along the same path 
that the request packet has passed through. An identifier is attached in the data 
packet’s header field in order to indicate which node to cache such that content. If 
the controller decides to cache the data packet in several ICN nodes in the network, 
the controller will instruct the ICN node that stores the data to copy several data 
packets, then send them to various directions. The controller will help ICN nodes 
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forward data packets to deliver to the requester and the ICN nodes that need to 
cache such data packet. The sequences of operation on the data packets in the 
intermediate ICN nodes, the ICN nodes located between the ICN node that stored 
the desired data and the ICN nodes that will cache the desired data, in this 
mechanism are same as those in path cooperative in-network caching policy with 
path content visibility level mechanism.  

For example, if Requester 1 requests content C1 and this request arrives at 
the ICN node containing the desired content, i.e. ICN node 7 as depicted in Figure 
3.7, the controller will decide upon the location where the content C1 will be 
cached. Assume that C1 is not only the most popular content for the Requester 1, 
but also for the Requester 4. Then, the controller decides to cache C1 in the ICN 
node 1 and the ICN node 4. The set of instruction is sent to the ICN node 7 to copy 
two packets; one is forwarded to the ICN node 1 and another to the ICN node 4 
(Figure 3.8). Before sending out, the identifiers are attached to the header field of 
those packets to define that those packets will be cached in the ICN node 1 and 4. 
For example, ID=1 and ID=4 are attached in the data packets travelling in the 
direction to the ICN node 1 and 4, accordingly.   
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Figure 3. 7: Tree network topology 
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The intermediate ICN nodes, i.e. ICN node 5, will do content C1 packet matching with 
its flow table’s flow entry.  While there is no matching, the ICN node 5 will send data 
packet’s information to the controller to ask for the route to forward this packet. The 
controller will give a set of route and action for performing on such that data packet 
C1. The routing outcome from the controller is stored in the ICN node 5’s flow table. 
This case is for the data packet C1 that is forwarded to the ICN node 1 direction. The 
operation on the data C1 for the direction to the ICN node 4 is same as those to the 
ICN node 1 too.  

The brief of operation in this mechanism is shown in Figure 3.8. Let us 
assume that the Requester 1 in Figure 3.7 requests content C1 and C1 is stored in 
ICN node 7. The controller decides to cache C1 in the ICN node 1 and 4 as being 
mentioned above. Also, there is no any flow entry in ICN nodes yet. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Figure 3. 8: Sequence of operation to fetch the content C1 
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3.2  PC-based OpenFlow testbed implementation 

In the real ICN under SDN support design, OpenFlow might be one of the 
communication protocols between control and data plane.  Every network’s 
component must have OpenFlow interfaces. Those interfaces will be used for 
enabling OpenFlow protocol between ICN nodes and the controller. On the other 
hand, the ICN packet should be differently designed from the current IP packet. 
However, in this work, the network architecture and packet design are not much 
considered.    For ICN over SDN architecture and packet design, we adopt the 
concept of [11], [9], [8]. In order to realize our experiment, it is very important that 
the OpenFlow testbed must be implemented. This part will explain in detail how the 
PC-based OpenFlow testbed for ICN is implemented in just only one autonomous 
system (AS). How the network components and the ICN packets are created, how to 
differentiate the name and types of ICN packets, and the operation on packets will 
be described in this part.  

Our PC-based OpenFlow testbed is created in order to conduct experiments 
in small scale lab testbed to evaluate the performance of ICN as being described in 
the objectives of this work. Figure 3.10 is the picture of the PC-based OpenFlow 
testbed that is implemented in Telecommunication Laboratory, Chulalongkorn 
University. Figure 3.9 is one of the network topologies taken into account for this 
research.  
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Figure 3. 9: Cascade network topology used for experiment 
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3.2.1  Testbed component implementation 

There are four main hardware components in this testbed including: ICN 
nodes, the network controller/controller, requesters and the content server.  

3.2.1.1  ICN node  

The ICN node is a network component located at the data plane in ICN under 
the support of SDN. Its role is to match against and forward packets based on the 
flow entries in its flow tables. It works as a switch or a router. Additionally, it has its 
own embedded cache to store the contents as shown in Figure 3.9. However, 
according to our implementation, the ICN node cannot store the real contents. It 
only updates the packet’s information to the controller, and then the controller 
records the names of contents and stores them in its list.   

To create one ICN node, a computer (PC) is utilized. That PC has 2Gbytes 
RAM and Celeron-2.7GHz clock speed CPU. That PC is installed with open vswitch 
software version 1.9 [20]. This enables the PC becomes an OpenFlow switch.  USB 
ports are considered as the ICN node ports. In order to make the USB interfaces 

Figure 3. 10: PC-based OpenFlow testbed 
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become Ethernet interfaces as in the real switch, USB-to-LAN adapters are used. 
Some switch’s ports are added to the data plane interface and another switch port is 
utilized as secure channel-supported interface to connect to the controller as shown 
in Figure 3.11.  

 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

3.2.1.2  Network controller  

The network controller or the controller plays a very important role to 
coordinate the mechanisms mentioned in section 3.1.  It keeps all routing and 
network topology information. Moreover, it collects and keeps all contents’ 
information such as contents’ names from every ICN nodes’ caches. Based on these 
statistics and control coding; the controller can determine the actions on packets 
such as packet forwarding, packet caching or removing, etc. Also, the controller can 
modify the flow entries in the ICN’s flow table. The code or any algorithm can be 
implemented in the controller. The controller’s codes corresponding to each 
mechanism in this work are developed and run in the controller. 

To build the controller; python-based OpenFlow controller software, POX 
[21], is installed in a core-i5-1.8 GHz clock speed computer. POX supports only 
OpenFlow switch specification 1.0 [1].  

Figure 3. 11: Interfaces of the PC-based ICN node 
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3.2.1.3  Content server  

In the real network, the content server keeps all the contents. In case that 
the controller cannot find any requested contents in in-network caches, it can apply 
actions to direct the request packet to the content server. In this work, it is really 
hard to create the content server that can store real contents. We use a PC installed 
with open vswitch software version 1.9 as a server and it is controlled by the 
controller also. In this study, the payload of request and data packet is the same; so 
it is easy to create the server by using open vswitch, the detail of operation is 
demonstrated in section 3.2.4.2.    

3.2.1.4  Requester 

A Scapy-installed PC is used as a requester. In this work, Scapy software [22] is 
utilized to manipulate request packets by adding UDP source port number and 
source MAC address in packet’s header field. The UDP source port number is used to 
identify the name of content and source MAC address is to recognize the request 
packet. 

3.2.2  Types of packets 

In the ICN, there are two types of packets flow in the network, the request 
packet and the data packet. The request packet refers to a packet that requesters 
generate to demand data contents in the network. The data packet is a packet which 
contains the data content requested by requesters. These packet types must be 
separated from each other by some identifiers that OpenFlow can identify. However; 
in our experiment, the IP packets are considered as the ICN packets. The OpenFlow 
protocol now can only support the IP packet type. In this testbed, the request and 
the data packet have the same payload. It means that one packet is one time a 
request packet and another time a data packet. But the difference between those 
two types of packet is packet’s header. To identify the type of ICN packet, the 
tagging solution is applied in the header field of IP packet.  These kinds of packet are 
separated by the MAC address of requesters.  The request packet is a packet whose 
header contains the MAC address of a requester as its source MAC address no matter 
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where it is in the network. The data packet is a packet whose header contains a 
requester’s MAC address as its destination MAC address. Note that, the header’s field 
of the packet in OpenFlow network is transparent and modifiable for the controller. 
That why it is very easy to use any packet’s header field to recognize the packet 
type in tagging process. On the other hand, in the testbed setup, none of the TCP/IP 
protocol suites such as TCP, UDP protocol is used in the data plane. The requester 
just only generates and injects request packets into the network; then, the packet is 
processed by the OpenFlow network. The IP packet is borrowed to use as the ICN 
packet in this case.  

3.2.3  Naming process 

All contents in ICN must have different names. There are two naming systems 
that are usually used in the ICN naming concept, flat and hierarchical naming scheme 
[7]. In this research, the naming scheme is not much focused. The flat naming 
scheme is chosen. The requester requests contents according to contents’ name. In 
order to be easy to implement the testbed, the requesters are allowed to request 
contents by UDP source port number s instead of readable names as proposed in [8]. 
Because it can be processed in the OpenFlow network, it does not need to have 
hash tables/function to convert the original name field to field that can be 
processed by the OpenFlow network. The UDP source port number is a 16 bits 

header field [1], so there are 162 65536   different contents in the network. That 
number of contents will be sufficient for conducting our experiment; we need only 
1000 different contents.  Figure 3.12 demonstrates packet’s header field to identify 
packet type and name of content. Let us assume that “A” is the MAC address of 
requester in Figure 3.9. MAC address “B” can be any address which is not conflict 
with MAC addresses of other requesters. 

 
 

 

 

(a) (b) 

Source 
MAC: B 

UDP src 
port=1 

Destination 
MAC: A 

Source 
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UDP src 
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Destination 
MAC: B 

Figure 3. 12: Packet’s header field to identify name and type of packet: (a) is a 
data packet with name 1; (b) is request packet with name 1 
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3.2.4  Operation on packets 

This section describes the operation on ICN packets in both planes of our PC-
based OpenFlow testbed. It shows how the packets flow in the testbed network.  

3.2.4.1  Operation in ICN node 

First of all, the operation on packets in data plane is explained. ICN nodes are 
the main components of this plane. When an ICN packet, either a request packet or 
a data packet, arrives at the ICN node, the packet is matched against flow entries in 
the ICN node’s flow table. If packet matching succeeds, the set of action correspond 
the matched flow entry will be applied on that packet. Otherwise, the ICN node will 
send OpenFlow packet-in message containing packet’s information to the controller. 
Then, the controller will take the actions to respond to that packet according to its 
coding algorithm. The action set is sent to the ICN node via OpenFlow message. The 
ICN node will follow the action set from the controller. The sequences of operation 
while there is no packet matching with flow entry in the ICN’s flow table are 
illustrated in Figure 3.13.  
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

3.2.4.2  Operation in server 

When a first request packet reaches the content server; the server, a PC 
installed with open vswitch software, sends packet’s information to the controller via 
OpenFlow packet-in message. The controller will modify and install flow entries in 
the content server’s flow table by attaching the set of actions on the request packet 
such as firstly swapping the request packet’s source MAC address to destination MAC 
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Figure 3. 13: Sequences of operation on packets at the ICN node while there is no 
packet matching 
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address and vice versa, that packet will become the data packet as being explained 
in section 3.2.2, then forwarding the packet to its incoming port for every incoming 
packet. Those actions are sent to the content server by using OpenFlow message. 
The server adopts the actions from the controller. After the flow entry is installed, 
next incoming request packets will be matched in server’s flow table and the set of 
actions will be applied. The server does not need to send the request packet’s 
information to the controller again later. It acts as the real server by using the 
request packet itself to be the data packet.    

3.2.4.3  Operation in controller 

The controller is a component in which the in-network caching and content 
visibility process coding is implemented. In this part, only some crucial operations are 
presented. First of all, the operation of identifier attachment in the packet is 
demonstrated. The ICN node transmits packet’s information to the controller via 
OpenFlow packet-in message when it cannot find packet matching in its flow table. 
Assuming that, according to network state, the controller decides to direct the packet 
to a specific ICN node in the network. An identifier is needed to attach in the packet 
header as being described in the section 3.1.3.2, the controller commands the ICN 
node to add a UDP destination port number to that packet’s header. The UDP 
destination port number is used as the identifier in our testbed. The set of 
commands is sent to ICN node via OpenFlow message. 

Another important operation is data reply. While the request packet arrives at 
the ICN node containing required data, the controller helps coordinate the data reply 
in our experiment because the ICN node does not store the real contents; the 
request packet is used as the data packet. This is one of the drawbacks of our 
testbed implementation. The controller instructs the ICN node to swap the request 
packet’s source MAC address to destination MAC address and vice versa, then 
forward the packet to its incoming port. That request packet now becomes the data 
packet after MAC address swapping. The identifier might be added to the packet 
header also. 
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The last most important operation is content caching process. As being 
mentioned in the path cooperative in-network caching policy with path content 
visibility level mechanism and the global cooperative in-network caching policy with 
global content visibility level mechanism section, the content is cached at the ICN 
node and caching updating information is stored in controller’s lists. However, in our 
experiment, only the name of content is kept in the controller list and the real 
content is not cached in any ICN nodes. Once the controller decides to cache the 
content in any ICN node and when the content arrives at that ICN node, the ICN 
node will update information to the controller. The controller will then update the 
name of content in its list.    

In conclusion, according to the limitation of our testbed, none of data 
packets is stored in the ICN node in our testbed. Instead, only the lists of contents of 
all ICN nodes are recorded in the controller. This causes some slightly differences 
from our centralized in-network caching policy with content visibility level 
mechanism as well as the real application. Moreover, this experiment will affect the 
message rate between control and data plane metric of non-cooperative in-network 
caching policy with individual content visibility mechanism because the caching 
process is done in the controller. But, in non-cooperative in-network caching policy 
with individual content visibility mechanism, the caching is conducted in ICN nodes. 
Nevertheless, other performance metrics are still valid with this experiment.  

3.3  Summary  

This chapter explains the detail of the three in-network caching policy with 
content visibility level mechanisms deployed in our work. Each mechanism consists 
of an in-network caching policy and a level of content visibility. The in-network 
caching and content searching operation of each mechanism were presented. It also 
gives the information of the PC-based OpenFlow testbed implementation. The detail 
of network component implementation, software used, ICN packet design and other 
operations were discussed in this chapter. 
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CHAPTER 4  

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 

This chapter intends to evaluate the performance of the ICN over SDN by 
considering the three centralized in-network caching policy with content visibility 
level mechanisms as being mentioned in section 3.1. This part also describes the 
experimental setup in both PC-based OpenFlow testbed and emulation 
environments. Moreover, performance metrics, necessary parameters and 
assumption in the experiment are pointed out as well. Finally, results of ICN’s 
performance are discussed. 

4.1  Performance Metrics 

To evaluate the performance of ICN under SDN support, four performance 
metrics are taken into account. They are server hit ratio, average hop count, 
message rate between control and data plane, and bottleneck link traffic. It is 
believed that these performance metrics will show both strength and weakness of 
each proposed mechanism. The smaller values of performance metrics are the 
better performance obtained. 

1) Server hit ratio: It is the ratio of number of requests that hit the server 
over the total requests of all requesters in the network.  

2) Average hop count: It is the average number of ICN nodes that one 
request packet needs to pass through for fetching the desired data content. 

3) Message rate between control and data plane: This refers to total 
number of communication messages, OpenFlow messages [1], sent in both directions 
(controller-switches) between control and data plane per time unit.  

4) Bottleneck link traffic: It aims to measure the traffic in both directions at 
the bottleneck links in the network.  

4.2  Parameter selection and assumption 

In order to reduce the complexity of the experiment, it is necessary to make 
assumption of many parameters. This investigation focuses on content level. One 
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packet is referred to one content; the content is not divided into small chunks. 
Below are parameters and processes assumed and utilized in this work. 

4.2.1  Content replacement policy 

Content replacement policy is applied when the ICN node’s cache is full. 
One or more contents will be removed from the content storage to give the space 
for the new content.  According to many research papers such as [23], [24], [25], 
content replacement policies do not affect much to ICN’s performance. For 
example, the random replacement policy gives quite the same performance as the 
Least recently used (LRU) [24], [25]. In this thesis, random replacement policy is 
selected. It means that one content will be removed randomly from the cache if the 
space is needed. 

4.2.2  Cache dimensioning, size of contents and numbers of content object 

Cache dimensioning also has influence on the network performance. In the 
design concept of ICN, the cache should operate at line rate [13], so the size of 
cache should be limited. In previous works, the cache size varies from 500KBytes [26] 
to 10GBytes [25].  On the other hand, many research papers considered different 
numbers of content objects in the network. Reference [19], [27] and [28] allowed 
having 20000 different content objects in the network. [25] took the number of 
contents equal to 108 , and 10000 contents was taken by [26]. However, in [29], 
there were only 900 different contents. If we look at the size of content, [26] fixed 
the size of content to be 1KBytes, [18] took the size of content from 4 to 13KBytes 
while [25] and [29] took 10MBytes and 140KBytes respectively. The size of content 
and cache in [19] were 6.9MBytes and 2GBytes respectively. The size of cache, 
content and number of contents varied according to the application, i.e. video, files, 
etc. Anyway, in our research, the small network is considered, so the following values 
were decided to use: 

 
 Number of content : 1000 contents 
 Content’s size : 1024 byte 
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 Cache size : 50, 75 and 100 contents 
The size of content cannot be more than 1500 byte because it is the 

maximum transmission unit at Ethernet port. Moreover, the cache sizes in this study 
are 50, 75 and 100 contents. This work plans to limit the cache size not to exceed 
the total number of contents in one class. 

4.2.3  Content popularity and request pattern 

Requesters request contents based on content popularity. Requester 
requests the most popular contents quite often while it requests fewer unpopular 
contents. In this work, all requesters have the same request pattern. It follows the 
Zipf popularity distribution [19], [25]. The Zipf distribution divides contents into N 
classes and the popularity of class k where   k  1,2,3 ,N is defined by  

1

1

1k N

n

kp

n








                                                 (1)                                   

where   is Zipf exponent. It characterizes the skewness of popularity [19]. It means 
that if  is large, there are few contents’ classes with high popularity; if   is small, 
there are many contents’ classes with similar popularity but not so high (Figure 4.1). 
On the other hand, assuming that the total request rate is t , so the request rate for 
each class is k k tp  . The time interval between two requests of a requester is 
fixed. In our research, the total contents are divided to 10 classes, each class has 

1000 100
10

n    contents. The value of exponent is 2   . Also, contents in the 

same class have the same probability to be requested.  
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4.3  Experimental setup 

4.3.1 General setup 

This work performs the experiments in two different experimental 
environments. They are PC-based OpenFlow testbed as being described in section 
3.2 and emulation by using Mininet [30]. The parameters used in these two 
environments are identical as shown in Table 4.1 that is the summary from section 
4.2.  Moreover, the experiments are conducted over two network topologies, the 
cascade and the three-level binary tree topology. The cascade network topology 
consists of one network controller, one content server, two content requesters and 
six ICN nodes as depicted in Figure 4. 2.  The second topology is three-level binary 
tree topology. It comprises four content requesters, one content server, one network 
controller and seven ICN nodes as shown in Figure 4.3.  

 
 

 

Figure 4. 1: Zipf popularity distribution of ten classes of content 
with different values of   
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Table 4. 1: Parameters for experiment 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Parameters Value 
Number of total contents 1000 

Number  of content classes 10 

Number  of contents per 
class 

100 

Request rate for each 
requester 

5 / sec    

Content size 1Kbyte 
Total requests for each 
requester 

5000 

Zipf exponent 2    

Figure 4. 2: Cascade topology 
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4.3.2  Implementing the three mechanisms in cascade and tree topology 

How to implement the three mechanisms as being mentioned in section 3.1 
in the cascade and tree topology is described here.  

4.3.2.1  Non-cooperative in-network caching policy with individual content 
visibility mechanism 

As described in section 3.1.1, the content visibility level of this mechanism is 
individual; it means that each ICN node searches for the desired data content in its 
own storage only. The request packet is forwarded to the next ICN node along the 
shortest path to the server if the current ICN node does not have the desired 
content.  There are two shortest paths from requesters to the server in cascade 
topology as depicted in Figure 4.2. The cascade_path_1 is the path from the ICN 
node 1 to the server; cascade_path_2 is the path from the ICN node 3 to the server. 
Also, ICN nodes copy all data contents passing through them. 

The same concept as aforementioned is applied in tree topology (Figure 4.3). 
There are four shortest paths from requesters to the server. The tree_path_1 consists 
of the ICN node 1, node 5, node 7 and the server. The tree_path_2 consists of the 

Figure 4. 3: Three-level binary tree topology 
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ICN node 2, node 5, node 7 and the server. The tree_path_3 consists of the ICN 
node 3, node 6, node 7 and the server. The tree_path_4 consists of the ICN node 4, 
node 6, node 7 and the server.  

4.3.2.2  Path cooperative in-network caching policy with path content visibility 
level mechanism 

In cascade topology, the controller can look for the desired data in ICN nodes 
along the cascade_path_1 when it gets the request from Requester 1. However, the 
controller can only search for the required data content in the cascade_path_2 if 
the request is from the Requester 2. According to section 4.2.3, the request pattern 
of each requester follows the Zipf popularity with value of exponent 2  and the 
contents are divided into 10 classes. It means around 64% and 16% of total requests 
are contents of class 1 and class 2 respectively. The other 20% of total requests are 
contents of class 3 to class 10. Based on this content popularity proportion, if the 
Requester 2 requests contents, the contents are cached in the cascade_path_2 as 
follow:  

- Contents of class 1 are stored in the ICN node 3 while the ICN node 3’s 
cache is not full. But, when the cache of ICN node 3 is full, contents are 
cached in the ICN node 4 (Figure 4.2). When both ICN nodes’ caches are full, 
one among those two ICN nodes is randomly chosen to keep the content; 
the old content is removed and replaced by the new content.  

- Contents of class 2 are cached in the ICN node 4 together with contents of 
class 1. If the cache of the ICN node 4 is full, the old content is randomly 
removed to give space for the new content. 

- Contents of other classes are stored in the ICN node 5 and ICN node 6  
If the Requester 1 requests data contents, contents are cached in the 
cascade_path_1 as follow: 

- Contents of class 1 are cached in the ICN node 1 when the ICN node 1’s 
cache is not full. The ICN node 2 stores the contents when the cache of ICN 
node 1 is full. When both ICN nodes’ caches are full, one among those two 
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ICN nodes is randomly selected to cache the content; the old content is 
removed and replaced by the new content.  

- Contents of class 2 are stored in the ICN node 2. If the cache of the ICN node 
2 is full, the old content is randomly removed to give space for the new 
content. 

- Contents of other classed are cached in ICN node 5 and ICN node 6 
In tree topology, the controller can search for desired data contents in ICN 

nodes along the tree_path_1, tree_path_2, tree_path_3, and tree_path_4 if the 
requests are from the Requester 1, Requester 2, Requester 3, and Requester 4 
respectively (Figure 4.3). In this network topology, the request pattern of each 
requester is same as which in the cascade topology. If the contents are requested by 
the Requester 1, they are stored in ICN nodes of the tree_path_1 as follow: 

- Contents of class 1 are cached in the ICN node 1 if the ICN node 1’s cache is 
not full yet. When the cache of ICN node 1 is full, the contents are stored in 
the ICN node 5. On the other hand; if both ICN nodes’ caches are full, one of 
those two ICN nodes is randomly selected to store the content. 

- Contents of class 2 are cached in the ICN node 5 while the space of that ICN 
node’s cache is available. When the cache of the ICN node 5 is full, the old 
content is randomly removed and replaced by the new content. 

- Contents of the other classes are stored in the ICN node 7 only. One content 
is randomly removed if the space is needed for the new content.  

If the contents are requested by the Requester 2, they are stored in ICN nodes of the 
tree_path_2 as follow: 

- Contents of class 1 are cached in the ICN node 2 if the ICN node 2’s cache is 
not full yet. When the cache of ICN node 2 is full, the contents are stored in 
the ICN node 5. On the other hand; if both ICN nodes’ caches are full, one of 
those two ICN nodes is randomly selected to store the content. 

- Contents of class 2 are cached in the ICN node 5 while the space of that ICN 
node’s cache is available. When the cache of the ICN node 5 is full, the old 
content is randomly removed and replaced by the new content. 
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- Contents of the other classes are stored in the ICN node 7 only. One content 
is randomly removed if the space is needed for the new content.  

If the contents are requested by the Requester 3, they are stored in ICN nodes of the 
tree_path_3 as follow: 

- Contents of class 1 are cached in the ICN node 3 if the ICN node 3’s cache is 
not full yet. When the cache of ICN node 3 is full, the contents are stored in 
the ICN node 6. On the other hand; if both ICN nodes’ caches are full, one of 
those two ICN nodes is randomly selected to store the content. 

- Contents of class 2 are cached in the ICN node 6 while the space of that ICN 
node’s cache is available. When the cache of the ICN node 6 is full, the old 
content is randomly removed and replaced by the new content. 

- Contents of the other classes are stored in the ICN node 7 only. One content 
is randomly removed if the space is needed for the new content.  

If the contents are requested by the Requester 4, they are stored in ICN nodes of the 
tree_path_4 as follow: 

- Contents of class 1 are cached in the ICN node 4 if the ICN node 4’s cache is 
not full yet. When the cache of ICN node 4 is full, the contents are stored in 
the ICN node 6. On the other hand; if both ICN nodes’ caches are full, one of 
those two ICN nodes is randomly selected to store the content. 

- Contents of class 2 are cached in the ICN node 6 while the space of that ICN 
node’s cache is available. When the cache of the ICN node 6 is full, the old 
content is randomly removed and replaced by the new content. 

- Contents of the other classes are stored in the ICN node 7 only. One content 
is randomly removed if the space is needed for the new content.  
Note that there is no duplicated content stored in ICN nodes along a path in 

both cascade and tree topology. All contents in the path are different from each 
other.  
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4.3.2.3  Global cooperative in-network caching policy with global content 
visibility level mechanism 

According to global content visibility level of this mechanism in section 
3.1.3.1, the locations of all data contents are seen by the controller. If the desired 
data packet is stored in any in-network ICN node, the controller will forward the 
request packet to be served by the in-network ICN node storing such that content 
first in both cascade and tree topology. In case that there is no required data 
content storing in ICN nodes, the request will be forwarded to the server. 

In cascade topology, based on the global in-network caching policy and the 
content popularity, contents are cached as follow if Requester 1 or Requester 2 
requests such contents: 

- Every content packet of class 1 is duplicated; one content packet is stored in 
the ICN node 3 and another is stored in the ICN node 1 if the caches of those 
ICN nodes are not full. When the caches of those ICN nodes are full, one 
content packet is stored in the ICN node 4 and another is stored in the ICN 
node 2. In case that the caches of those four ICN nodes are full, a pair of ICN 
nodes (ICN node 1, 3 and ICN node 2, 4) is selected to store the same 
content by replacing the old content randomly. 

- Every content packet of class 2 is also duplicated; one content packet is 
stored in the ICN node 4 and another is stored in the ICN node 2 if the 
caches of those ICN nodes are not full. When the caches of those ICN nodes 
are full the old contents are randomly replaced by the new contents. 

- Contents of class 3 to class 10 are stored in the ICN node 5 and the ICN node 
6. When the cache of ICN node 5 is not full, contents are stored in ICN node 
5. If the cache of ICN 5 is full, the contents are stored in the ICN node 6. In 
case that both caches of those ICN nodes are full, one ICN node is randomly 
selected to store the new content by removing the old content. 
In tree topology, when the Requester 1 or the Requester 2 or the Requester 3 

or the Requester 4 requests the contents, and such those contents are from the 
server, contents are cached in the ICN nodes in the same manner as which of tree 
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topology in the path cooperative in-network caching policy with content visibility 
level mechanism (section 4.3.2.2, tree topology). On the other hand, when the 
Requester 1 requests the data contents of class 1 and the request is served by the 
in-network ICN node 2 or the ICN node 3 or the ICN node 4 (edge nodes), the 
content is cached in the ICN node 1. When the requests are served by the edge 
nodes; the contents of class 1 are cached in the ICN node 2 or the ICN node 3 or the 
ICN node 4 if the Requester 2 or the Requester 3 or the Requester 4 requests such 
contents respectively. If the Requester 1 or Requester 2 requests contents of class 1 
or class 2 and the requests are served by the ICN node 6, the contents are cached in 
the ICN node 5. . If the Requester 3 or Requester 4 requests contents of class 1 or 
class 2 and the requests are served by the ICN node 5, the contents are cached in 
the ICN nod 6. The contents of other classes, i.e. class 3 to class 10, are kept in the 
same ICN nodes after such those ICN nodes reply the data back to the requesters.  

4.4  PC-based OpenFlow testbed experiment 

This part discusses performance evaluation of the three mechanisms in the 
PC-based OpenFlow testbed. The experiment is conducted based on the 
experimental setup in Table 4.1. In this study, the experiment is repeated for four 
times. The results shown in this part are the average values of the four time 
experimental results. The codes corresponding to the three mechanisms are 
implemented in the controller. 

The non-cooperative in-network caching policy with individual content 
visibility mechanism, path cooperative in-network caching policy with path content 
visibility level mechanism and global cooperative in-network caching policy with 
global content visibility level mechanism are called in short as non-cooperation, path 
cooperation and global cooperation mechanism respectively in this chapter. 

4.4.1  Results from cascade topology 

For the cascade network topology (Figure 4.2), only three performance 
metrics are taken into account. Because of the simplicity of the network topology, 
the bottleneck link traffic metric is not included.  
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4.4.1.1  Server hit ratio 

After conducting the experiment, the result of server hit ratio was obtained as 
depicted in Figure 4.4. The global cooperation mechanism gives better performance 
compared to others for every cache size. When the cache size equals to 50 contents, 
more than half of requests were served by the server in the non-cooperation 
mechanism. However, in the path and the global cooperation mechanism, only 37% 
and 27% of requests reached the server respectively. Usually, when the ICN’s cache 
size is large, the server hit ratio of all the three mechanisms decreases. This is 
because while the cache is large, more contents can be copied in the caches of the 
ICN nodes. Most of requests could be served by the in-network ICN nodes.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

4.4.1.2  Average hop count 

Figure 4.5 shows the average hop count of the three mechanisms. Again, the 
global cooperation mechanism outperforms others. To fetch the data content, a 
request packet travelled across fewer ICN nodes than other mechanisms. In the 
global cooperation mechanism, the controller can search for the location of content 
globally (global content visibility level), so it can direct the request packet to be 
served by the nearest ICN node as possible. This reduced the average hop count. 

Figure 4. 4: Server hit ratio in cascade topology 
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The non-cooperation mechanism is the worst case in terms of both server hit ratio 
and average hop count. Not surprisingly; the bigger the cache size is the better 
performance obtained for all mechanisms.  

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

4.4.1.3  Message rate between control and data plane 

Figure 4.6 illustrates the message rates between control and data plane. Note 
that these message rates are slightly different from the definition of the message 
rates in section 4.1 because the message rates shown in the Figure 4.6 are not the 
pure OpenFlow messages. They are the TCP messages. In the PC-based OpenFlow 
testbed experiment, communication messages between control and data plane are 
taken place through TCP connection, so the pure OpenFlow messages are 
encapsulated into TCP messages; some overheads such as acknowledgement are 
included. Based on the PC-based OpenFlow testbed implementation, the in-network 
caching and content searching processes of the non-cooperation mechanism could 
not be done at the ICN nodes as being mentioned in section 3.1.1. Instead, these 
processes were conducted in the controller. Thus, the message rate between control 
and data plane in the non-cooperation mechanism is not valid. Consequently, only 

Figure 4. 5: Average hop count in cascade topology 
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the message rate in the path and the global cooperation mechanism were discussed 
in this study. However, in the non-cooperation mechanism, the message rate must 
be lower than other mechanisms, according to the description in section 3.1.1. For 
every cache size, the message rates in the path cooperation mechanism and in the 
global cooperation mechanism are similar. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
This is because the cascade network topology is simple. According to the path and 
the global cooperation mechanism, most of communication messages between 
control and data plane take place when the ICN nodes send the request or the data 
packet information to the controller for performing content searching or content 
caching decision. The main factor to differentiate the message rate of those two 
mechanisms is content caching or in-network caching process. For the cascade 
topology in this work, the global cooperation mechanism did not copy the same 
data content to store in various ICN nodes. The topology is small and simple, so it is 
easy to cache the content near to all requesters without keeping the replica in many 
ICN nodes. It reduces the message rate of the global cooperation mechanism.  

Figure 4. 6: Message rate in cascade topology 
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4.4.2  Results from tree topology 

This part presents the experimental results of the three mechanisms in three-
level binary tree topology as depicted in Figure 4.3. All the performance metrics are 
considered in this topology. 

4.4.2.1. Server hit ratio 

First of all, the server hit ratio of the three mechanisms is shown in Figure 4.7. 
Similar to the results from the cascade network topology, the global cooperation 
mechanism outperforms others. In case that the cache size is small, i.e. 50 contents; 
the server hit ratio of the global cooperation mechanism is much smaller than the 
other two mechanisms. It means that most of the requests are served by in-network 
ICN nodes. More than half of the total requests are served by the server in the non-
cooperation and the path cooperation mechanism. But, when the cache size 
increases, the server hit ratio of the path and the global cooperation mechanism 
converge to be similar. 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

      
Figure 4. 7: Server hit ratio in tree topology 
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4.4.2.2  Average hop count 

No matter what kind of network topology, the average hop count of the non-
cooperation mechanism is still higher than others. The request packet needs to 
travel across many ICN nodes to get the desired data. Interestingly, the average hop 
count of the path and the global cooperation mechanism are almost the same for 
every cache size as depicted in Figure 4.8. In this case, the network became larger, so 
the request packets in the global cooperation mechanism could travel across many 
ICN nodes in the network to fetch the data content. But, the caching policy in this 
mechanism tried to cache the popular contents as close as possible to requesters; it 
could reduce the hop count. These factors might cause the similarity of average hop 
count between the path cooperation and the global cooperation mechanism.  
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

4.4.2.3  Message rate between control and data plane 

Unlike the result in the cascade topology, the message rates between control 
and data plane of the path cooperation is lower than those of the global 
cooperation mechanism in tree topology (Figure 4.9). This is because the request 
packet might travel across many ICN nodes to fetch the content, hence the 
communication message between the planes increased. While the network topology 

Figure 4. 8: Average hop count in tree topology 
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becomes larger and more complex, the global cooperation mechanism shows the 
disadvantage in terms of the message rate between the planes. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

4.4.2.4  Bottleneck link traffic 

The bottleneck link here refers to the network link that can be caused traffic 
congestion easily because of high traffic flow. The bottleneck link of the tree 
topology in this work is the link between the ICN node 5 and the ICN node 7 as 
depicted in Figure 4.3. The result of bottleneck link traffic is shown in Figure 4.10. 
The bottleneck link traffic of the non-cooperation mechanism is higher than others. 
This is because the in-network caching and the content searching process in this 
mechanism are taken place in the individual ICN node without the coordination from 
the controller. Hence, the same content might be stored in several ICN nodes’ 
caches. This reduces the diversity of contents in the network. In consequence, many 
requests are forwarded to fetch the data from the server. On the other hand, when 
cache size is small, the bottleneck link traffic of the global cooperation is higher than 
which of the path cooperation mechanism because the requests might be forwarded 
to and be served at other ICN nodes in another side of the network. Remember that 
in the global cooperation mechanism, the controller can search for the location of 

Figure 4. 9: Message rate between control and data plane 
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required data globally. On the contrary, the bottleneck link traffics of the path and 
the global cooperation mechanism are almost same when cache size increases. 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

4.5  Emulation experiment 

In this experiment; all parameters, operations on packets and tagging method 
are identical to those of the PC-based OpenFlow testbed experimental environment. 
But, this experiment used virtual network topology. It means that the whole network 
topology is run in only one computer.    Mininet is chosen as the network emulator 
for the experiment. The ICN nodes and the server in the data plane are virtual nodes 
installed with open vswitch version 1.9. Requesters are also virtual nodes.  These 
components are created by using Mininet VM image 2.1.0 run in a VirtualBox [31] in 
Core-i5-1.8 GHz clock speed Sony machine. Then, the POX controller [21], [32] is run 
remotely in the same VirtualBox. The VirtualBox is set to have 2GBytes of RAM in the 
experiment. 

Figure 4. 10: Bottleneck link traffic 
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4.5.1  Results from cascade topology 

After conducting the experiment, the results of performance metrics obtained 
are almost the same as those obtained from the PC-based OpenFlow testbed 
experiment in the cascade network topology, except the message rate between 
control and data plane.  Figure 4.11, Figure 4.12 and Figure 4.13 demonstrate the 
results of server hit ratio, average hop count, and message rate between control and 
data plane respectively. Figure 4.13 shows that the message rates in the cascade 
topology of this experiment are almost equal to half the message rates obtained in 
the PC-based OpenFlow testbed experiment.  This is because, in this experiment, the 
virtual network topology was utilized and the experiment was conducted in a virtual 
box, so the communication message between the controller and the ICN nodes are 
pure OpenFlow messages. But, in the PC-based OpenFlow testbed, the real 
computers were utilized as the network components. The connection between ICN 
nodes and the controller are via TCP connection, so the higher message rate of that 
experiment was caused by the higher TCP message overheads required. However, 
the number of pure OpenFlow messages between control and data plane in the PC-
based OpenFlow testbed experiment and the emulation experiment must be same.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 4. 11: Server hit ratio in cascade topology 
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Figure 4. 12: Average hop count in cascade topology 

Figure 4. 13: Message rate in cascade topology 
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4.5.2  Results from tree topology 

Again, in the tree topology, the results of performance metrics obtained from 
the PC-based OpenFlow testbed and from the emulation are almost identical, 
except the message rate between control and data plane. The results of server hit 
ratio, average hop count, bottleneck link traffic are illustrated in Figure 4.14, Figure 
4.15 and Figure 4.16 respectively. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 4. 14: Sever hit ratio in tree topology 

Figure 4. 15: Average hop count in tree topology 
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The message rate between control and data plane is depicted in Figure 4.17. 
Like the result in the cascade topology, the message rates in the tree topology in the 
emulation are almost equal to half the message rates obtained in the PC-based 
OpenFlow testbed experiment. Again, the number of pure OpenFlow messages 
between control and data plane in these two experiments must be same. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 4. 16: Bottleneck link traffic in tree topology 

Figure 4. 17: Message rate in tree topology 
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4.6  Conclusion 

This chapter shows the network performance results of the three 
mechanisms in both PC-based OpenFlow testbed and emulation environment. The 
parameter selection and assumption, and experimental setup are also described in 
this chapter. There are four performance metrics taken into account in this work 
including server hit ratio, average hop count, message rate between control and 
data plane, and bottleneck link traffic. Also, two different network topologies, the 
cascade and the three-level binary tree topology are tested.   Each result of 
performance metric is also discussed in this chapter. 
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CHAPTER 5  

CONCLUSION 

The main objectives of this dissertation are to evaluate the performance of 
information centric network (ICN) under the support of software defined networking 
(SDN) while three different centralized in-network caching policy with content 
visibility level mechanisms were deployed. Those three mechanisms consist of non-
cooperative in-network caching policy with individual content visibility mechanism or 
in short “non-cooperation mechanism”, path cooperative in-network caching policy 
with path content visibility level mechanism or in short “path cooperation 
mechanism” and global cooperative in-network caching policy with global content 
visibility level mechanism or in short “global cooperation mechanism”. This work 
also studies the effect of the network topology on the performance. To realize this 
work, the detail of sequences of operation for each mechanism and how to 
implement the PC-based OpenFlow testbed for the experiment were pointed in 
Chapter 3. The experiment and result discussion were in Chapter 4.   

 Performance results from the PC-based OpenFlow testbed and the 
emulation experiment are almost identical except message rate between control 
and data plane. This is because the message types of these two experiments are 
different. In the PC-based OpenFlow testbed experiment, the communication 
messages are TCP messages, the pure OpenFlow messages are encapsulated into 
TCP messages and some overheads are added.  In the emulation experiment, the 
messages are pure OpenFlow messages. However, the number of pure OpenFlow 
messages in both experiments must be the same. The emulation by Mininet is 
recommended to use for the experiment because it consumes less resource and 
gives almost same results as those in PC-based OpenFlow testbed.   

 Each mechanism has its own advantages and drawbacks. The result indicates 
that network topology has significant effects on the performance of ICN over SDN. 
When the network is small and simple, the global cooperative in-network caching 
policy with global content visibility level mechanism outperforms others. But, when 
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network topology becomes larger and complex, this mechanism illustrates some 
disadvantages in terms of message rate between control and data plane, and the 
bottleneck link traffic. The non-cooperative in-network caching policy with individual 
content visibility mechanism shows the worst performance in almost every 
performance metrics and network topologies. However, according the mechanism 
description, the non-cooperative in-network caching policy with individual content 
visibility mechanism would generate less message rate compared to the other two 
mechanisms. Because of the limitation of our testbed design, the message rate in 
this mechanism is not valid; hence the result was not shown.    

On the other hand, the selection of the mechanism is actually based on the 
network administrators’ preference and available resources. For example, if the 
system needs to reduce content requested from the server, the global cooperation 
mechanism is the best choice. But, the message rate between control and data 
plane may increase. Nevertheless, these results are applicable only with our 
parameter setting in one autonomous system. This work is just a starting point to 
investigate effects of centralized in-network caching policies and content visibility 
level in ICN under SDN support. Also, the in-network caching process of this work is 
heuristic; there is no optimization technique used in this research yet. 

For the future work, the time-related performance metrics should be 
included and optimization process for the centralized in-network caching should be 
considered. Moreover, the further study in the future should use the real files such 
as video or any types of file in the experiment not just only the packets generated 
from Scapy program as in the current experiment. Larger and more sophisticated 
network topology should be studied because, in the ICN architecture design, the 
network topology is arbitrary not the simple topology. The number of data content, 
size of content, cache size, etc., could be adopted from the real application such as 
video or file or the mixture of both file types. Most importantly, the large ICN-based 
network architecture comprises many autonomous systems should be considered.
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